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ugh started by explaining that his talk was on the period 1786 to 1820 because this was the period for which
continuous records were available. During the period1786 - 1790 172 large fishing boats operated down river,
including Gravesend. Fishing boats registered in London between 1786 and 20 came to 507 so far as it was possible
to tell.

In the Record Office under the 1785 records for foreign trade vessels, coastal trade and fishing boats, London put
the same number as for foreign trade, i.e. it did not do a break down like other ports. It was a question of trying to
identify fishing boats on the London Register. Hugh would look for a vessel described as having a well or a den,
or where the owner was a fisherman or connected to fishing e.g. a fish salesman or factor. Thomas Creswell a fish
wholesaler and factor owned vessels with other people. At Greenwich men owning their own boats included
Anenayous Davis who had 9 or 10. A fisherman probably started as a master, then an owner and then bought a
further boat. At Barking Scrimger Hewitt started small and acquired more and more boats. He sold one vessel to
Portsmouth. In Gravesend, on the other hand, the majority of boats were owned by non-fishermen, often local men
such as Ditchburn a rope maker.

A Parliamentary Select Committee on Fishing in 1785 looked at British and particularly the British Herring
Fisheries, but did not look at London. In 1786 there are no specific records for London with regard to fishing,
although other ports had them e.g. Faversham recorded 5 fishing boats. This was despite London having by far the
largest fishing fleet of any port.

At Barking there was foreshore in the Creek for the fishing boats to haul up on and at Gravesend there was a
reasonable foreshore, whilst at Woolwich areas of the foreshore were taken by the Royal Dock Yard and the
Arsenal and so they did not have much space. At Greenwich the frontage was occupied by the Seamen’s Hospital
and Deptford Creek which was busy with sloping ground, so there was little space.

Barking had 42 registered fishing boats, Gravesend had 23, Greenwich 21, the number at Blackwall and Deptford
was unknown, but others generally amounted to 54. Barking then had twice the number of boats in Greenwich and
Gravesend combined and built 80 new boats. Greenwich built 29 new boats. There was no record of fishing boats
in East Tilbury.

In the 1786 Register the oldest fishing boat was shown as built in 1731. The 1749 London Panorama shows a pink
stemmed fishing boat. In 1828 fishing smacks had no mechanical equipment and used fishing lines which had a be
literally “manned”. 60 ton vessel were the biggest and had a crew of 10. Some of the apprentices would have come
from the work houses. To fish the boats had to lower the main sail to reduce drag, as they continued sailing, but
with their lines out.

In Gravesend one hatch boat was registered. The customers liked their fish live and some boats had holes in the
well to let water in so that the well acted as a tank in which the fish were kept alive. Fishing boats had both wells
and dens. Hugh said he was not clear of the difference but both were devices for bringing wet fish back to the
London market.

Seventy-five per cent of the fishing boats were smacks, and the others were yawls, Peter boats and a few cutters.
Peter boats were used from Greenwich. No contemporary plans have been located. Yawls were smaller 33 feet of
20 tons, than smacks. They had no well or den and fish went into a bucket. Hatchboats then took the fish to
Billingsgate.



An example of a registration is Registration No. 139/1787 to John Jones of Limehouse who was described as a
dealer of cordage, although it is known he was also a fisherman. Losses were not recorded, only changes of masters,
so whether a vessel was lost or scrapped was not known. Almost none appear to have been lost on their first voyage.
Hugh had only found out the fate of 40 boats which had been scrapped or sold to other ports e.g. Southampton.
When a lute stern fishing smack was surveyed at Harwich the builders names were recorded. Customs sold
smugglers vessels and prizes but did not say where these vessels were built.

Gravesend was the largest builder - Gladwell & Cleverley building a total of 62. Greenwich built trading smacks
not fishing boats - in total 13. At Barking Gladwell and others built a total of 25. Up river barge builders built Peter
boats. Outside the Thames 276 boats were built. Between 1810 and 20 Medway builders Ross, Horsnaill,
Bauckham built for London.

In the limits of London the fish had to be sold at Billingsgate or Hungerford. In 1828 it was recorded that 3,827
vessels caught place, skate, turbot, fresh cod, herrings, haddock, mackerel, fresh salmon, and lobsters. They sailed
to Norway for Lobsters and to the banks off Iceland for Cod. Fish were sent to London from Hastings and Rye by
packhorse. It took about 15 hours and they were packed off alive. It also appears dried fish were coming from
Newcastle.

There are few records of where the fishermen lived. In Greenwich it is known many lived in Fisher Alley. The
fishermen’s were often scriptural, “Zebedee”, "John”, "Samuel” and “Hannibal” the latter for fishermen from
Barking. The most popular boat names were women’s, "Elizabeth”, "Betsy” and other variants or "Sally”. Men’s
names were next, “John”, “Thomas”, "Thomas’ Increase”, and “Thomas’ Liberty”. Next came brothers, e.g.
“Brother”, “Eight Brothers” and then sisters and then friends e.g. “Faithfull Friends” and then names like “Hope”,
"Happy Return”. An example of an odd name was “Manlove”.

There were wars with France in 1793-1801/2 and in 1803-1815. Registration of fishing boats ceased prior to these
wars. In previous wars fishing boats had been left alone, but after the French revolution it was feared that attitudes
had changed. The Dutch sold captured vessels back to us, but Hugh said he only knew of two fishing boats which
were captured and then they were re-captured by us. It would seem likely the convention held.

In the 1795 to 1800 period the corn harvest failed and increased quantities of fish were needed. Recipes for cooking
fish were published and in 1800/1 there was an increase in the number of vessels registered. In 1801 there was a
bumper harvest and the registrations went down.

In the 1820s yawls changed from one mast to two and sloops and smacks were replaced with ketches. Fishermen
gave mortgages. A vessel built in Birmingham or Dartmouth might fetch £1,500.

In the 1850s the silver pits in Dogger Bank were fished and the fish transported back to London by rail. With the
development of the chemical industry the river became seriously polluted and the fishing fleet left the river. The
fleet from Barking remained but fished the North Sea. Not all the vessels would return with the catch and they built
the vessels themselves longer, with more capacity, and used smaller crews. Gravesend continued to fish. By the
1880s Woolwich only had one fisherman recorded. The wharfs were being used for coal.

There was regulation. No fish spawn was to be caught apart from white bait. Gravesend fishermen claimed that
men from Leigh were sweeping up undersized fish to the Thames Conservators. The Conservators printed 250
leaflets on under sized fish!


